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INTRODUCTION 
Noether’s Problem concerns fields F(xg 1 g E G)G = F(G), where F is a 
field, G is a finite group, G acts by permuting the indeterminants x, in the 
obvious way, and F( )G refers to the field of invariant elements. In showing 
the F(G)‘s were nonrational for certain G, the author was led to consider 
multiplicative invariant fields ([SS]) which are defined as follows. Let G be 
a finite group and Q a G lattice. That is, Q is a finitely generated Z[G] 
module which is free as an abelian group. Form the group algebra F[G] 
and its field of fractions F(Q). G acts naturally on F(Q) and the multi- 
plicative invariant field is F(Q)“. 
In [SS], it was shown that for certain Q, F(Q)G was essentially equi- 
valent to (actually stably isomorphic to) F(G’) for G’ a split extension of 
G with abelian kernel. This leads one to ask whether F(G’) can be 
expressed as a kind of invariant field for G when G’ is a nonsplit extension 
of G. The answer is yes and is the core of this paper. In fact, F(G’) will be 
shown to be a so called “a-twisted” multiplicative invariant field of G. The 
goal of this paper is to present this fact and then draw a series of conclu- 
sions using it. 
Such a-twisted invariant fields have appeared explicitly in previous 
works. In [SS], these fields arise as another way of describing the invariant 
fields of reductive algebraic groups. Note that in [S6] the finite group is 
the Weyl group and the lattice is derived from the root lattice. In [S7], the 
unramified Brauer groups of a-twisted invariant fields are calculated. 
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Finally, the notion of x-twisted multiplicative invariant fields will be shown 
to generalize and explain the calculation in [S4]. In that paper, non- 
rational F(G’) were found by describing a nonsplit extension 1 + N -+ G’ + 
G + 1 with the following properties. First of all, N is central and G is 
abelian. More to the point, it is shown that F(G’) is related to F(G) via a 
series of Brauer Severi varieties defined over F(G). This was used in [S4] 
to show the unramilied Brauer group of F(G’) is nonzero and hence F(G’) 
is nonrational. Following a remark of Maeda [M], the connection between 
F(G) and F(G’) is made stronger and more natural using the ideas of this 
paper. Note that the calculation of the unramified Brauer group of F(G’) 
is then a special case of the result in [S7]. 
In comparing F(G’) and F(G), Kuyk in [K] noted a relation with the 
so called embedding problem. It is therefore not surprising that the embed- 
ding problem is then related to a-twisted multiplicative invariant fields, 
as we show in this paper. To be precise, let L/F be a G Galois extension 
and 1 -+ N+ G’ --f G -+ 1 an extension of groups. Let f denote the 
homomorphism G’ + G. A solution of the embedding problem with respect 
to this extension is a G’ Galois extension L'/F such that L' 2 L 2 F and the 
induced map G’ + G is just f: Note that we will assume, for convenience 
only, that L is a field but we do not require L' to be one. In algebraic 
number theory a powerful theory of the embedding problem has been 
developed with particularly beautiful results in the case L/K are global 
fields (e.g., [Nl, N2]). Two sorts of questions can be and are asked. First, 
does a solution exist and second, can solutions over local fields be “pulled 
back” to global solutions? We call this second phenomenon the 
“approximation property.” 
In this paper, the existence of solutions is observed to be equivalent to 
the unirationality of certain cc-twisted multiplicative invariant fields 
(Theorem 1.6). This approach does not replace the number theoretic one 
but can yield new results in certain situations when L/K are general fields. 
For example, a very general approximation property is shown in Section 2 
to be equivalent to a certain module theoretic property for a G lattice 
defined by the extension. 
Perhaps of greater interest, this approach using a-twisted multiplicative 
invariant fields leads naturally to element-wise characterizations of when 
embedding problems have or do not have solutions. An example might 
make clearer what is meant here. Let F be a field and p E F a primitive n 
root of one. Suppose L/F is a cyclic Galois extension. Albert showed that 
L c L" for L"/F cyclic and [L": L] = n if and only if p was a norm from 
L; that is, if and only if x E L exists with N,,,(x) = p. This kind of condi- 
tion is what is meant by “element-wise”. 
This criterion of Albert’s is immediate from Theorem 1.6, but more 
importantly, a series of generalizations is proved in Section 3. For example, 
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let G be a finite group and assume L/F is G Galois and p E F is as above. 
Then every embedding problem with abelian kernel of exponent n is 
solvable if and only if there is an XE L with NLIF(x) = p and 
Xn=~l(~,h . . . o,(a,)/a, for some gi E G and ui E L (Corollary 3.6). 
In [AFSS] and [FSS], further element-wise results about cyclic embed- 
ding problems were considered, all of which arise from weakening the con- 
dition that p E F. Instead, set F’ = F(p) and L’ = L OF F( p). Assume n is a 
prime power pr. If p is odd or if fi E F the following was proved in 
[FSS]. A cyclic L” 2 L 2 F exists with [L”: L] = n if and only if p is a 
norm from L’. If p = 2, assume that p E F(o). Then it was shown in 
[AFSS] that such an L” exists if and only if 
p E F’ is a norm from L’ and - 1 is a norm from L. (0.1) 
Both these results can be derived from Theorem 1.6, but the exercise does 
not yield further insight besides indicating that Theorem 1.6 gives a 
“uniform” method of attacking these element-wise embedding problem 
questions. More to the point, in Section 4 we investigate the case p = 2 and 
F is arbitrary of characteristic not 2. In a private communication, Burt 
Fein asked whether it was true in general that L” exists if and only if (0.1) 
holds. That (0.1) is necessary is easy. We show (0.1) is not sufficient. 
Let us review some definitions. In this paper G is always a finite group 
and a lattice is a finitely generated G module which is free as an abelian 
group. A permutation lattice is a G lattice with an abelian group basis 
permuted by the G action. If HE G is a subgroup then Z[G/H] is the 
permutation lattice with a Z basis we can identify with the left cosets 
of H. The element corresponding to H itself we call a canonical generator 
for Z[G/H]. More generally, if a lattice is written as Z[G/H]/Z for 
Zc Z[G/H] a sublattice then a canonical generator of Z[G/H]Z is the 
image of a canonical generator of Z[G/H]. 
A field extension K/F is called rational if K= F(xl, . . . . x,) is purely 
trancendental over F. K is called unirational if KE K’, where K’JF is a 
rational field extension. Two fields K? F and L 2 F are called stably 
isomorphic over F if there are rational field extensions K’jK and L’/L such 
that K’ and L’ are isomorphic over F. K is called stably rational over F if 
it is stably isomorphic to a rational field. Finally, we will make tangential 
use of the notion of retract rational. We say K/F is retract rational if and 
only if K is the field of fractions of a domain S (we write K = q(S)) and 
there are a localized polynomial ring F[x,, . . . . x,1(1/s)= S’ and 
homomorphisms S-P S’ and S’ --) S such that S --* S’ + S is the identity 
(e.g., WI 1. 
Finally, if R and S are commutative rings, 4: R + S is a homomorphism, 
and M is an R module, then we can use I$ to consider S an R module and 
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write MOR S. In order to display the use of $ we will write this tensor 
product as MOB S. R* is the multiplicative group of units of R. 
Throughout this paper F will be an infinite field. 
1. TWISTED MULTIPLICATIVE INVARIANT FIELDS 
To begin, we define an a-twisted multiplicative invariant field. As always, 
let G be a finite group, Q a G lattice, and L a field with a G action via F 
field automorphisms. Note that we include the possibility that G acts tri- 
vially on L. Form the group algebra L[Q]. Note that as an L algebra 
L[Q] has the form L[x,, . . . . x,, x;l, . . . . XL’], and that Q embeds 
naturally in L[Q]*. As the operation in Q is written additively, it eases 
confusion to consider this embedding as a “formal exponential” exp: 
Q-+LCQl* such that exp(q + q’) = exp(q) exp(q’). Also note that 
L[Q]* s L* @exp(Q). 
Set L(Q) = q(L[Q]) to be the field of fractions of L[Q]. It will be useful1 
to extend exp to an isomorphism onto L[Q]*. The (purely notational) 
difficulty is that L* is a multiplicatively written group while Q is additive. 
As a temporary expedient, define L,* to be isomorphic as a G module to 
L* but with an additively written operation. Extend exp to an isomorphism 
exp: L,* @ Q + L[Q]*. Having made this definition, we will drop the 
distinction between L* and L,Y. 
The universal property of group algebras immediately yields a G action 
on L[Q] and hence on L(Q) such that exp is a G map. We call this the 
standard action of G. We next define an “or-twisted” action with respect o 
an element a E Ext,(Q, L*). If 0 + L* -+ Q’ + Q -+ 0 corresponds to LX, this 
sequence splits as a sequence of abelian groups. Choosing such a splitting, 
we identify Q’ with L* @ Q, keeping in mind that Q is not a G submodule 
of L* 0 Q. For any g E G, q E Q define 4g(q) = exp(gq). The universal 
property of group algebras shows that dg= $Roexp for a unique 
$g: L[Q] + L[Q] such that Ic/Jx) = gx for all x E L. An easy exercise 
shows that $,1,9~ =$gh for all g, h EG. Altogether, we have defined an 
action of G on L[Q] such that if exp is considered a map exp: Q’ + 
L[Q]*, then exp is a G map. We call this the a-twisted action of G on 
L[Q], which, of course, extends to L(Q). We define L,[Q]” and L,(Q)’ 
to be the corresponding fixed ring and field. If Cs L* is a G submodule, 
an element CI E Ext,(Q, C) induces a unique element of Ext,(Q, L*). This 
being the case, we can use this induced extension to define the Lx-twisted 
action of G on L[Q], L,[Q]‘, and L,(Q)‘. Often, C will be a group of 
roots of 1. 
To continue our preliminaries, let G act on a field L as above. A semi- 
linear G representation over L is a L vector space V (always assumed finite 
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dimensional) and an action of G on V such that g(u + v’) = gu + gu’ and 
g(fu) = g(f) g(u) for all u, u’ E V, f~ L, and g E G. I/ is called faithful if no 
ge G acts trivially. For such V, let L[ V] be the symmetric algebra on V 
and L(V) = q(L[ V]) its field of fractions. The action of G on V induces one 
on L[V] and hence L(V). We set L(V)G to be the fixed field. The next 
lemma says that for faithful V, L(V)” is independent of V up to stable 
isomorphism. The proof is word for word the same as the proof of [S3, 
p. 270) and so we omit it. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let V, V’ be two faithful semilinear representations of G 
over L (with the same action of G on L). Then L(V)” and L( V’)’ are stably 
isomorphic. 
The goal of this paper is a relationship between group extensions 
and invariant fields. To this end, we fix some notation. Assume 
1 + N -+ G’ + G --) 1 is a group extension with N abelian of exponent n. Let 
y E H2(G, N) correspond to this extension. Assume G acts on a field L. 
Note that we allow the trivial action of G on L. Unless stated otherwise, 
we will assume the group of roots of 1, p E L*, contains an element of 
order n; that is, L contains a primitive n root of one. Note also that we 
allow the possibility that this root is not fixed by G. Finally note that the 
action of G induces an action of G’ on L. We will use this action in this 
paper without further mention. 
Our next goal is to exhibit a particularly useful semilinear G’ representa- 
tion over L. Set M= Hom(N, 11) to be the dual G module and let P be a 
free G lattice with a surjection 4: P + M. The double dual module 
Hom(M, p) is naturally isomorphic to N and so taking the dual of ~,4 we 
have an injection $: N -+ Hom(P, p). We can form the exact sequence, 
0 -+ N + Hom( P, p) -+ Hom’( Q, CL) -+ 0, 
where Q is the kernel of 4 and Horn’ refers to the homomorphisms that 
extend to P. Applying the long exact cohomology sequence for G and G’, 
as well as the inflation map, we have 
H’(G, Hom(P, p)) - H’(G, Hom’(Q, p)) - H’(G, N) --+ H2(G, Hom(P, p)) 
I I I I 
H’(G’, Hom(P, p)) --+ H’(G’, Hom’(Q, p)) ----+ H’(G’, IV- H2(G’, Hom(P, p)) 
where the vertical maps are inflation maps. As P is G free, 
H’(G, Hom(P, CL))= (0) for i= 1,2. Hence YEH’(G, N) maps to 0 in 
H2(G, Hom(P, p)), and so is the image of some fi E H’(G, Hom”(Q, p)). As 
H’(G, Hom(P, p)) = (0), p is unique. The definition of y shows that it maps 
to 0 in H2(G’, N). Hence if 8 is the image of b in H’(G’, Hom’(Q, p)), it 
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follows that p’ is the image of some creH’(G’, Hom(P, 11)). By [B, p. 613, 
H’(G’, Hom(P, p)) 2 Ext,(P, p) and H’(G, Hom’(Q, p)) naturally maps 
to H’(G, Hom(Q, p)) s Ext,(Q, p). We use these maps to identify CI and /I 
with their images in the corresponding Ext groups. Thus to /I corresponds 
an extension 0 + p + Q’ --) Q + 0 of G modules and to c( an extension 0 --) 
p --) P’ -P P + 0 of G’ modules. We will say CC, /I, and these extensions are 
induced by y. The above relationship between CI and /I implies a diagram of 
G’ modules 
O-p-Q’- -0 Q 
II I I 
o-p-P’-P-O 
where N acts trivially on Q’ and the map Q + P is the inclusion. 
This inclusion Q E P induces inclusions L[Q] c L[P] and L(Q) E L(P) 
of group algebras. The above diagram implies that the cc-twisted action of 
G’ on L(P) restricts to the b-twisted action of G on L(Q). 
LEMMA 1.2. L,(P)G’ = L8(Q)G. 
ProoJ: An easy exercise shows that the dimension [L(P): L(Q)] is the 
order of P/Q or the order of N. In addition, N acts faithfully on L(P) and 
trivially on L(Q). Galois theory implies that L(Q) is the fixed field of N on 
L(P) and the lemma is proved. 1 
The fact that P is free allows one to give another description of L,(P)G’. 
Let xi, . . . . X,E P be a Z free basis of P permuted by G. Set vi= 
exp(xi) E L(P) and V= Lv, + . . . + Lu,. For any g E G’ and any xi, gx, = 
pxj for some xi and p E ,u’. It follows that V is a semilinear G’ representa- 
tion over L. Hence L(P) can be viewed as L(V) and L,(P)G’ = L(V)“‘. This 
and Lemma 1.2 show: 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let G act on a field L and let 1 + N + G’ + G -+ 1 be 
an extension of G with abelian kernel N. Assume L contains a root of 1 of 
order the exponent of N. Let this extension induce j? E Ext,( Q, p) as above. 
Assume V is a faithful semilinear G’ representation over L. Then L(V)G’ is 
stably isomorphic to Ls(Q)G. 
If L = F then G and G’ have trivial action. The above result specializes 
to a result about Noether’s problem. 
COROLLARY 1.4. If V is a faithful G’ representation over F then 
F( V)” z F,( Q)G. 
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Remark. When 1 -+ N + G’ + G + 1 is a split extension, the induced /? 
equals 0. Thus F,(Q)G = F(Q)’ are the multiplicative field invariants 
studied in [SS]. The split case of Corollary 1.4 appeared in [SS]. 
The above Corollary provides a direct way of deducing and strengthen- 
ing a large chunk of Section 1 of [S4], which we now outline. Let 1 -+ 
N + G’ + G + 1 be a central extension with N of exponent n. Assume F 
contains a primitive n root of 1 which is therefore fixed by G. Then 
M= Hom(N, p) has trivial G action. First assume N is cyclic. Then we can 
define a surjection 4: Z[G] + M with kernel Q generated by n and all g - 1 
for gEG. Q is then the lattice 1,[G] considered in [SS]. Now F(V)” is 
stably isomorphic to F,(Q)“. Let V’ be a faithful G representation over F 
and K= F( V’)G. By [S6], F,(Q)” is stably isomorphic to the function field 
K(D) of the Brauer Severi variety of some central simple D/K. For general 
N, G’ can be realized by a series of extensions with cyclic kernel. Thus 
F(V)“’ is stably isomorphic to a field K(D,) . . . (D,) for a set of algebras D, 
central simple over K. Moreover, these Di are readily computable. 
Conversely, if the Di are all “n-cyclotomic crossed products” (see [S4]) 
K(Di) is stably isomorphic to F,(Q)” for the above lattice Q and some p. 
Furthermore, this /? is induced by an extension 1 + N -+ G’ + G -t 1 with N 
central and cyclic. It follows that K(D,) . . . (D,) is stably isomorphic to 
F( V’)G’ for 1 + N -+ G’ + G -+ 1 a central extension with N of exponent 
dividing n (and not necessarily cyclic). In [S4], Di were discovered such 
that K(D, ) . . . (D,) is not stably (or even retract) rational and so a non- 
rational F(V)“’ was found. The essential idea of this way of viewing 
Section 1 of [S4] (in less general language) is due to Maeda in a private 
communication. 
At the other extreme, suppose G acts faithfully on L and we set K = LG. 
We have that L/K is G Galois. Let 1 + N + G’ + G -+ 1 be as above, but 
drop the assumption N is central. We remind ourselves that L must contain 
a root of 1, p, of order the exponent of N but p need not be in K. Let 
/? E EXt,(Q, p) be the induced extension, and let V be a semilinear G’ 
representation over L. The field theoretic properties of L(V)“’ are closely 
related to the so called embedding problem which we next describe. 
Suppose L/K is a G Galois extension as above. A solution to the 
embedding problem is a G’-Galois extension L'/K such that L’ 2 L 2 K and 
the induced map G’ + G is just the map describing the extension. Note that 
L’ need not be a field, but perhaps is just a direct sum of fields Galois (in 
the sense of commutative rings, e.g., [DI, p. 811) over K. We begin to see 
the connection between L&Q)” and the embedding problem in the next 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1.5. Zf L[P] has (in the notation of Proposition 1.3) the 
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cr-twisted action of G’, then L[P] 2 L[Q] 2 L,,[Q]” is G’ Galois and the 
induced map G’ + G is the map in the extension. 
Proof: This result is an easy verification using the characterization of 
Galois in [DI, p. 811. 
Remark. L[P] 2 LB[ Q]” is a “generic” solution for the embedding 
problem, as we will make clearer in Section 2. 
The next result is the full connection between the embedding problem 
and the fields L,(Q)‘. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let L/K be a G Galois extension of fields with K infinite. 
Assume 1 -+ N -+ G’ + G + 1 is an extension of groups with N abelian of 
exponent n. Suppose L contains a primitive n root of 1, p. Let Q and 
/? E Ext,(Q, p) be induced by this extension as defined before Lemma 1.2. 
Assume V is a finite dimensional L vector space, with a semilinear G’ action, 
where G’ acts on L via G. The following are equivalent: 
(a) The embedding problem for LJK and 1 + N + G’ + G --+ 1 has a 
solution 
(b) L(VG’ is unirational over K 
(c) The image of /?eExt,(Q, ,u) is zero in Ext,(Q, L*). 
Remark. The referee pointed out that a different approach, using the 
inflation map of cohomology, yields Theorem 1.6 even when K is finite. 
Nonetheless, we give the following proof because it involves the interplay 
of invariant fields and group extensions which is the theme of this paper. 
Proof: Assume (a) and let L’ be a solution. Set v’ = L’ OL V. Even 
though L’ is not a field, we can still form the symmetric algebra L’[ V’] 
and its total ring of fractions L’( V’) which is a direct sum of fields. 
Moreover, the action of G’ on V extends to an action on V’ so that V’ is 
a semilinear representation of G’ over L’ in the obvious sense. We have an 
embedding L(V) E L’( v’) which is compatible with the G’ actions. It thus 
suffices to show that L’( V’)G’ is a field, and rational over K. As the only 
idempotents in L’( V’) come from L’, and none of those are G’ fixed, it 
follows that L’( V’)G’ is a field. Galois descent (e.g., [KO, p. 443) shows 
that ( V’)G’ is a vector space over K with V’ = L’ @k ( V’)G’. If xi, . . . . x, are 
a K basis for ( V’)G’, the xi can be viewed as elements of L’( V’)G’, and an 
easy exercise shows that the xi form a transcendent base for L’( V’)G’ over 
K. Part (b) follows. 
Next assume (b). Hence L,(Q)G E K’, where K’ = K( V) for V a vector 
space over K. Tensoring by L we have a G invariant embedding L(Q) s 
L(V) with respect to the B-twisted action on L(Q) and the induced action 
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on L(V). There is a 0 fs E K[ V] such that L[Q] s L[ V](l/.s). As K is 
infinite, there is a K algebra map 4: K[ I’]( l/s) + K which induces a G 
invariant 4: L[ V]( l/s) + L. The restriction of 4 to Q is a splitting of the 
image of fl in Ext,(Q, L*). 
Finally, assume (c). Let 0 + L* -+ Q” + Q + 0 be the extension induced 
by /I and f: Q” + L* a G morphism that is a splitting. The map f then 
induces an algebra morphism 4: L[Q] + L which is a G map with respect 
to the b-twisted action. Hence 4 restricts to a morphism 4: La[Q]’ + K. 
Set L’ = L[P] O1 K. Then L’ is a solution to the embedding problem. 1 
Remarks. (a) Part (c) above has a geometric interpretation. V= 
Spec(LB[Q]“) is a principal homogeneous space over the torus 
T = Spec(L[ QIG). V is isomorphic to T over K if and only if V has a K 
rational point. Any torus is unirational. Both these facts are, in effect, given 
in the proof of the next result. In this language, Theorem 1.6 above says 
that the embedding problem is solvable if and only if a certain principal 
homogeneous pace has a rational point. 
(b) If 1 + N-+ G’ -+ G + 1 is split, then the induced /I = 0 and the 
embedding problem is always solvable. Recall that a “solution” to the 
embedding problem need not be a field (but see Corollary 1.10). 
There is a concrete way of viewing the splitting of an element of Ext that 
it will be helpful to introduce here. Let 0 + C -+ B -+ A + 0 be an extension 
of G modules corresponding to CI E Ext,(B, C). Assume C is a submodule 
of C’. If J?’ E Ext,(B, C’) is the image of /I, we have a commutative diagram 
0-C’-Al-B-0 
UI I II 
O-C-A-B-O 
where the top row corresponds to p’ and the leftmost square is a pushout. 
Of course, fi’ is split if and only if there is a G map A’ + C’ such that C’ + 
A’ + c’ is the identity. More directly we have: 
LEMMA 1.7. B’ is split if and only if there is a G map f: A + C’ such that 
C -+ A -+ C’ is the inclusion. 
Proof: If /I’ is split, the composition A + A’ + C’ is the required map. 
If f: A + c’ is as given, let g: C’ -+ c’ be the identity. The universal 
property of pushouts yields a G map A’ + C’ such that C’ + A’ + C’ 
is g. 1 
Continuing with the above notation, suppose B is finitely generated. 
Then there is a free Z[G] module R with basis xi, . . . . X, and a surjection 
481/131/2-I2 
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g: C@ R + A which is the identity on C. Let I c CO R be the kernel of g. 
As In C= (0), Z embeds in R and is finitely generated. Let 
?I - 4 , .a-, qs - d, E CO R generate Z, where the vie R and die C. As R is 
free, for any cr, . . . . c, E C’ we can define qi(c,, . . . . c,) to be the image of vi 
under the map R --f C’ defined by sending xi--t cj. We think of qi(c,, . . . . c,) 
as obtained by substituting cj for xi. 
LEMMA 1.8. /? is split in Ext(B, cl) if and only if there are c,, . . . . c, E C’ 
with q,(c,, . . . . c,) = dj for all i. 
Proof: If f: A + C’ exists as in Lemma 1.7, set cj = f(g(x,)). As 
f(g(Vi-di))=O, qi(Cl, ...> c,) = di. Conversely, define h: C@ R + A by 
letting h be the identity on C and setting h(xj) = cj. As h(qi- di) = 
?i(Cl 7 . . . . c,) - di = 0, h induces a map A -+ C’ as required. 1 
Let us take Lemma 1.8 and apply it to our situation. Let fi E Ext,(Q, ,u) 
be induced by an extension 1 + N + G’ --+ G + 1 as defined before 
Lemma 1.2. Let 0 + p -+ Q, + Q + 0 be the corresponding extension. 
Choose a free G module R as above and a surjection g: ZJ @ R + Q, which 
is the identity on p. Let q1 - pr, . . . . qs - ps generate the kernel of g.’ Then 
Theorem 1.6 and Lemma 1.8 imply: 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let L/K, 1 + N + G’ + G --) 1, and /I E Ext,(Q, II) be 
as in Theorem 1.6. Then the embedding problem for L/K and 1 + N--f G’ -+ 
G --$ 1 has a solution if and only if there are a,, . . . . a,E L* with 
Vital p -sy a,) = pi for all i. 
Proposition 1.9 is the element-wise criterion for the embedding problem 
mentioned in the introduction. Special cases of Proposition 1.9 are well 
known. For example, there is Albert’s criterion [A, p. 2071 as follows: Sup- 
pose L/K is a cyclic Galois extension of degree n and K contains p, a 
primitive m root of 1. Then L embeds in a Galois elxtension L’ 2 L 3 K 
with K’/K cyclic of degree mn if and only if p is a norm from L. Other, 
more recent, examples appear in [FSS] and [AFSS]. We will discuss these 
last two examples further in Section 4. In Section 3 we will give an ele- 
ment-wise criterion for L/K to have all embedding problems solvable. 
As a corollary of Theorem 1.6, we can generalize a well known result 
from number fields (e.g., [N2, p. 2341). But first let us make a remark con- 
cerning the generality of Theorem 1.6. At first glance, the assumption that 
L has a primitive n root of 1 seems to limit Theorem 1.6. However, suppose 
L/K is G Galois and 1 + N + G’ + G + 1 is an extension as above. Assume 
N has exponent (say n) prime to the characteristic of K, and let p be a 
primitive n root of 1. Form L” = L(p) and let G” be the Galois group of 
L”/K. The surjection G” + G and the above extension induce an extension 
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1 --f N -+ G” + G” --t 1. Moreover, L/K has a solvable embedding problem if 
and only if L”/K has one, both with respect to the appropriate extension. 
Of course, L”/K and G” satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.6. 
COROLLARY 1.10. Let L/K be G Galois with a solvable embedding 
problem with respect to an extension 1 +N+G’+G+I with Nabelian of 
exponents n. Assume K is a Hilbertian field (e.g., [L, p. 3033) of charac- 
teristic prime to n. Then there is a solution to the embedding problem that is 
a fie Id. 
ProojI By the argument just above, we may assume L contains a 
primitive n root of one. With notation as above, we have that b is split in 
Ext,(Q, L*). It follows that L,(Q)G is isomorphic to the untwisted 
invariant field L(Q)G. We can embed Q s R where R is a free G lattice and 
R/Q is torsion free. By [Le] (or using the argument of Lemma 1.1) 
L(R)G = K’ is rational over K. In addition, K’/L(Q)” is a regular extension 
so L” = L(P)@ K’ is a field. Since K is Hilbertian, there is a 4: K’ + K 
such that L’ = L[P] O8 K is a field and a solution to the embedding 
problem. 1 
2. LIFTING AND APPROXIMATING SOLUTIONS 
The extension L[P] 2 L[Q] z? LJQ]” is a sort of “generic” solution to 
the embedding problem, in a sense we will soon make precise. But first, we 
set up language so we can describe the consequences of this observation. 
Assume for the time being that the embedding problem for L/K (and our 
fixed group extension) is solvable. Let SC, be the class of all L’z 
LOK Sr> S, where S is any commutative K algebra and L’ is a solution to 
the embedding problem for the G Galois extension LOK S/S. FG, is a K 
class in the sense of [S2, p. 1701. In [SZ] the properties of a generic like 
object was shown to be related to the following properties for a K class, 
which we will state for the K class FG9. 
DEFINITION. FG, has the rifting property if and only if the following 
holds. Let S be a local K algebra with maximal ideal it4 and K’ = S/M. If 
L’ 2 LOK K’ z K’ is a solution to the embedding problem then there is 
such a solution T’ 2 L QK S 2 S such that T’ OS K’ 2 L’. 
DEFINITION. FG, has the approximation property if the following holds. 
Let K’ 2 K be a field, v a real valued valuation on K’, and K” 2 K’ the 
completion. Suppose L” 2 L OK K” 2 K” is a solution of the embedding 
problem. Then there is a solution L’ 2 L OK K’ 2 K’ such that 
L’ QK’ K” g L”. 
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Note in particular that the approximation property is a generalization of 
the local global sort of questions that arise in the theory of the embedding 
problem over number fields. We can now state the goal of this discussion. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let L/K be G Galois and 1 + N -+ G’ + G + 1 an exten- 
sion of groups with N abelian of exponent n. Assume L contains a primitive 
n root of one. Let Q be induced by this extension as defined before 
Lemma 1.2. Suppose the embedding problem for LfK and this extension has 
a solution. Let V be a semilinear G’ representation over L. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(a) 9& has the approximation property 
(b) 9o, has the lifting property 
(cl L(V) G’ is retract rational 
(d) There is an exact sequence of G lattices 0 + Q + R + Z --, 0, where 
R is a permutation lattice and Z is a direct summand of a permutation lattice. 
Proof: In considering (c), it follows by Lemma 1.1 that we may choose 
a convenient V and only consider it. Thus we may set V = L OF F[G’]. 
That is, we may assume V has an L basis { xg 1 g E G} with g(xh) = xgh. 
Let /3 E Ext,(Q, p) be induced by 1 -+ N + G’ --f G -+ 1 as defined before 
Lemma 1.2. By Theorem 1.6, L,(Q)G z L(Q)‘. Thus by [S2, p. 2891, (c)and 
(d) are equivalent. The machinery of [S2] implies that (a), (b), and (c) are 
equivalent if there is a 0 # t E L[ VIG such that L[ V]( l/t)/L[ V]( l/t)” is a 
so called locally projective densely representing object for (G’). This we 
verify in the next lemma, whose proof concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
For convenience, we make a preliminary observation and definition. There 
is a 0 # t E L[ V]’ such that L[ V](l/t)/L[ V](l/t)” is G’ Galois (e.g., [SS, 
p. 5281). Let K’ 2 K be a field and L’ 2 LOK K’? K’ a solution to the 
embedding problem. Suppose t is as above. If 4: L[ V]” + K’ satisfies 
d(t) # 0, then 4 extends to 4: L[ V]( l/t)” + K’. If L’ g L[ V]( l/t)@ K’, we 
say that 4 realizes L’. 
LEMMA 2.2. (a) Let K’ 2 K be a field and L’ 2 L Qxl K’ I> K’ a solution 
to the embedding problem. Zf t E L[ V] is as above, and 0 # s E L[ VI”, then 
there is a 4: L[ V] + K’ such that 4 realizes L’ and #(St) # 0. 
(b) Assume F is a local F algebra with maximal ideal M, K” = S/M, 
and n: S + K” is the projection. Set T = L QK S and assume T’ 2 TQK S 2 S 
is a solution to the embedding problem. Zf 4: L[ V]” --+ K” realizes 
T’O, K” + T@, K” 2 K”, then there is a d’: L[ V]” + S such that 4’ 
realizes T’ and ~4’ = 4. 
Proof: (a) It suffices to find 4: L[ V] -+ L’ such that 4 is G’ invariant 
and &st) # 0. If L’ were always a field, this would follow from a standard 
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fact from Galois theory, namely, that the elements of the Galois group are 
algebraically independent (e.g., [Ja, p. 2831). In the case L’ is not a field, 
it is easy to prove that the Galois group elements are again algebraically 
independent and so the argument is the same. 
(b) Suppose 4: L[ V] + K” is as given. Then 4 induces a G invariant 
map 4: L[ V] + T’O, K”. If y, =4(x,), choose y; E 7” to be a preimage of 
y,. If we set &(x,) = g(y;), then I$’ is the required map. 1 
Remark. Sequences of the form 0 -+ Q + R -+ I + 0 as above play a rich 
role in the theory of algebraic tori. We refer the reader to [EM], [CTS], 
and [S2]. 
3. SOLVING ALL EMBEDDING PROBLEMS 
In this section we will consider the question of when, for a fixed G Galois 
extension L/F, all embedding problems (with abelian kernel) are solvable. 
Our approach is motivated by the following considerations. Let K be a 
field algebraic over the rational field Q and containing all roots of one. 
Denote by Z? the algebraic closure of K. Then the multiplicative group of 
k is cohomologically trivial over the Galois group of g/K. Iwasawa in [I] 
used this fact to show that all solvable groups appear as Galois groups 
over K. We will attempt to mimic this approach by trying to construct 
cohomologically trivial modules that contain roots of unity, and look like 
the modules considered in Section 1. To begin with, we describe such 
cohomologically trivial modules, though in our context it makes sense to 
consider the modules we will construct as having projective dimension one, 
which is equivalent (e.g., [B, p. 1531). The following construction was 
found in [J]. 
Let G be a finite group and C a G module which is of finite order n and 
cyclic as an abelian group. Our goal is to describe a G module M’ 2 C such 
that M’/C is torsion free over Z and M’ has projective dimension one; that 
is, so that there are projective Z[G] modules P, and P, and an exact 
sequence 0 + P, -+ P, + M’ -+ 0. 
Set C* = Hom( C, Q/Z), considered as a G module (Q/Z has the trivial 
action). Form an exact sequence 
R-+T+C*+O, 
where T, R are free Z[G] modules. For any G module, set N” = 
Hom(N, Z), where Z has the trivial G action. Clearly, T+ and R+ are free 
Z[G] modules isomorphic (noncanonically) to T and R, respectively. Call 
f the above map from R to T, and let f + : T+ + R + be the dual map. Set 
M’ to be the cokernel off’. 
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LEMMA 3.1. M’ has projective dimension one and has torsion submodule 
isomorphic to C. 
Proof: First of all, f’ is injective because T/f(R) is torsion and so 
Hom( T/f (R), Z) = (0). We thus have the diagram 
o- T+ - R+ - 44 -0 
I I I &T (3.2) 
0- Hom(T, Q)- Hom(R Q) - M’ &cc, Q - 0 
Here the bottom row is derived from the top row by tensoring with Q and 
using R+ Oz Q E Hom(R, Q), etc. The vertical maps can be concretely 
described as sending, e.g., k: R + Z to the map k’ gotten by composing k 
with the inclusion ZE Q. Thus the two leftmost maps above are injective. 
The top row implies that M’ has projective dimension one. The torsion 
subgroup of M’ is isomorphic to the kernel of g, which is isomorphic to 
R+ n Hom(T, Q). That is, the torsion subgroup of M’ is isomorphic to 
{h:T-,QIh(f(R))cZ}z{h:T/f(R)+Q/Z)}rC**rC. 1 
The next result explicitly describes a choice of M’ as in Lemma 3.1. 
Assume C is a Z[G] module which, as an abelian group, is finite cyclic of 
order n with generator a. Let Hc G be the subgroup of elements of G 
fixing the elements of C. Since G/H embeds in the automorphism group of 
the cyclic group C, GfH is abelian. Choose rl, . . . . t, E G such that G/H is 
the direct sum of cyclic groups generated by z1 H, . . . . z, H. Let qr, . . . . q, E H 
be a set of generators. Choose positive integers r(i) such that z,(a) = r(i)a. 
We fix some notation for use throughout this section. Let B be the 
free Z[G] module with basis c, dl, . . . . d,, eI, . . . . e,. Define o E B to be the 
element 
IZC + 1 (Ti-r(i))di + C (qj- l)ej 
I J 
and A c B the Z[G] submodule generated by w. Let n = Che H h E Z[G] 
and for each i let m(i) be the order of t,H. Set Ni E Z[G] to be 
m(i)- 1 
ks, r(i)“‘i’-k-‘(zj)k. 
Let SE Z[G] be the product 
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and Si the product 
Nn Nj. 
ifi 
Define k(i) by the relation k(i)n = (1 -r(i)“(“). Let p’ be equal to 
SC + 1 k(i) Sk di. 
i 
THEOREM 3.2. If M’ = B/A, then M’ has projective dimension 1. p’ + A 
generates the torsion subgroup of M’ and has order n. C is G isomorphic to 
the subgroup of M’ generated by p’ + A. 
ProoJ Lemma 3.1 gives a prescription for constructing such M’ which 
we will follow. Let 8 E Hom(C, Q/Z) = C* be defined by O(a) = l/n + Z. 
Then H acts trivially on C* and ~~(0) = r’(i)e, where r’(i) r(i) is congruent 
to 1 modulo n. Let A’ be the free Z[G] module of rank one with generator 
d’. Define Z[G] surjection g’: A’ + C* by setting g’(d’) = 8. It is easy to 
see that the kernel of g’ is generated by nd’, { (qj - 1) d’ 116 j< s}, and 
f!r;; r’(i)) d’ 1 1 < i < r>. Let B’ be the free Z[G] module with basis 
1, . . . . d:, e; , . . . . e: and define f ‘: B’ + A’ by setting f ‘(c’) = nd’, f ‘(d:) = 
(lj-r’(i))d’, and f’(ei)= (rl,- 1)d’. Clearly, 
B’ f’,A’ d, c-o 
is exact. A= Hom=(A’, Z) and B=Hom,(B’, Z) are both free Z[G] 
modules. In fact, we can describe the following explicit bases for A and B. 
Let dE A, c, d,, . . . . d,, e,, . . . . e, E B be defined as follows. A has a Z basis 
consisting of all ad’ for e E G. Let d(d’) = 1 and set d of all other basis 
elements to be 0. B has a Z basis consisting of all cc’, zdi, and <ej for all 
B,z,~EG and l<i<r and l<j<s. Set c(c’)=di(d,‘)=ej(ej)=l and set 
c, di, and ej of all other basis elements equal to 0. Then A has generator 
d and B has basis c, dI, . . . . d,, e,, . . . . e,. If f: A + B is the dual map to f, a 
straightforward computation shows that f(d) is equal to 
nc+C (Tier(i))di+C (vi- l)e,. 
i i 
Thus by Lemma 3.1 M’ = B/A is of projective dimension 1 with torsion 
submodule isomorphic to C. 
To find the torsion submodule of M’, it suffices to find an element of 
order n. Let p’, S, Si, N, and Ni be as above. Note that N(h - 1) = 0 for all 
hEH and N is central in Z[G]. Also, ziNi=r(i)N,+(ri)“(‘)-r(i)“(‘). 
ThustiNiN=r(i) N,N+(l -r(i)““))N=r(i)NiN+(k(i)n)N.SinceNiN= 
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NN, and zjNiN = N,Nz, we have Sh = hS = S for all h E H and (ti - r(i)) S = 
S(r,- r(i)) = k(i) nS. Finally, 
so=s nc+C(ri-r(i))di+C(q,-l)ei 
[ 1 
= tlSC + C k(i) nSidi = HP’. 
Thus p = p’ + A has order dividing n in M’ = B/A. 
To finish the proof, it sufices to show that p has order exactly n. Define 
g: B + Z[G] by setting g(c) = 1 and g(&) =g(ej) = 0. Then g(A) = nZ[G] 
and g( p’) = S. If h E H, the coefficient of h in S is 1. Thus g( p’) has order 
n in Z[G]/nZ[G] and so p has order n in M’. 1 
We identify C with its image in M’, and set M= M’IC. The description 
of M’ as B/A and Lemma 3.1 show that M is torsion free over Z and 
of rank (as an abelian group) equal to JGI (r + s). If c’, d[, eJ are the 
images of c, di, and eJ, respectively, then M is generated by the c’, dc, and 
eJ subject to the relations nc’ + C (zi - r(i))dl + C (vi - 1 )e; = 0 and 
SC’ + 2 k(i) S,d,’ = 0. Fix these generators of M. 
After the next result, we will show that the extension 0 -+ C+ M’ -+ 
M -+ 0 is induced by an embedding problem. It is therefore important to 
record a criterion for the splitting of this extension. Let /l E Ext,(M, C) 
correspond to this extension. Let C’ be a G module containing C. 
THEOREM 3.3. The element BE Ext,(M, C) maps to 0 in Ext,(M, C’) if 
and only if there are x, yi, and zj E C’ such that 
(1) nx+C (Zi-r(i)) yi+C (f/j- l)Z,=O. 
(2) p=Sx+Ck(i)Siyi. 
Proof: Define g: C@ B --) M’ by letting g be the identity on C and the 
standard projection B + B/A = M’ on B. The kernel of g is then generated 
by nc+x (zi--r(i))di+C (~II- 1) j e and p-SC-Ck(i)Siyi. The result 
now follows from Lemma 1.8. 1 
Let G act on a field L and assume L contains a primitive n root of 1. Let 
Cc L* be the cyclic subgroup of order n. If p E L* is the full group of 
roots of 1, /? induces an extension (also called 8) 0 + p .+ M, -+ M + 0. In 
the discussion preceding Lemma 1.2, we defined an extension induced by a 
group extension 1 + N + G’ -+ G + 1. As promised, B is induced by a 
group extension. 
THEOREM 3.4. There is a group extension 1 --, N -+ G’ + G --, 1 with N 
abelian which induces /?. 
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Proof: The first step is to embed M in a free Z[G] lattice with finite 
quotient. Recall the description of M preceding Theorem 3.3. Let P be 
the free Z[G] module with basis d;‘, . . . . d,!‘, e;, . . . . ef. Define f: M+ P 
by setting f(d/) = nd(‘, f(e:) = ne,! and f(c) = -C (ti- r(i))f(di) - 
C (vi- l)f(eJ). The description of M just referred to shows that f is well 
defined. P/f(M) is clearly finite and M and P have equal ranks as abelian 
groups. Thus f must be an injection and we identify M with f(M) s P. 
Following the notation introduced prior to Lemma 1.2, let Hom’(M, p) 
be the image of Hom(P, p) in Hom(M, p). Recall that Ext,(M, CL) 2 
H’(G, Hom(M, cl)) and we identify /I with the corresponding element of 
H’(G, Hom(M, p)). The next lemma is the crucial step in the proof of 
Theorem 3.4. 
LEMMA 3.5. j3 is in the image ofH’(G, Hom’(M, CL)). 
ProoJ: Let 4: M-* M, be an abelian group splitting of M, -+ M. 
4 exists because M is free as an abelian group. For each GE G, define 
g,: M, + ,u by setting g,(a(m)) =0(4(m)) - 4(0(m)). An easy calculation 
shows that the go’s form a 1 cocycle representing /I. 
Thus it sullices to show that 4 can be chosen with g, E Hom’(M, p). First 
of all, choose a 4 which is induced from a splitting M-+ M’. Then 
the g,(m) E C for all 0 E G and m E M. M/nP is generated by c’ + nP subject 
to the relations n(c’ + nP) =0 and S(c’ + nP) =O. Thus M/nP is freely 
generated over Z/nZ by { a(c’ + nP) I c# 1). Since Z/nZ is self injective, 
M/nP is a direct summand of P/nP as an abelian group. Thus g,: M + C 
extends to P if and only if g,(nP) = (0). But g,(nP) = (0) for all c is equi- 
valent to saying 4 is a G map when restricted to nP E M. We proceed to 
construct such a 4. 
nP is freely generated over Z[G] by nd;‘, . . . . nd,“, ne,, . . . . nei. Define the 
G map 4’: nP -+ M’ = B/A by setting qY(ndr) = di + A and d’(ney) = e, + A. 
To extend I$’ to an abelian group map M + M’, choose a z equal to some 
z, and set ~‘(a(c’))=a(c+A) if a#~ and qY(zc’)=z(c+A)+sp with 
s E Z[G] so chosen that ~‘(SC’) = - 1 k(i) S,qS’(d,‘). As q5’(nac) = nqY(ac) 
for all Q, 4’ is well defined on M. The induced 4: M + M, is then a G map 
on nP and the lemma is proved. 1 
We finish Theorem 3.4 by constructing the required group extension. 
Set N= Hom(P/M, 1) and note there is an exact sequence 0 -+ N -+ 
Hom( P, /J) + Hom’(M, p) -+ 0. If /I’ E H’(G, Hom’(M, p)) is preimage 
of 8, let c1= 6( 8’) be the image of /I’ under the boundary map 
6: H’(G, Hom’(M, p)) + H*(G, N). Thus c1 defines an extension 1 4 N + 
G’ -+ G + 1. The above argument just reverses the discussion preceding 
Lemma 1.2, so /I is the extension induced by CI and Theorem 3.4 is 
proved. 1 
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As a corollary of Theorems 1.6, 3.3, and 3.4 we have: 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let 0-p + M, + M + 0 be as defined above and let 
1 + N + G’ + G + I be as in Theorem 3.4. Let L/K be a G Galois extension 
where L contains a primitive n root of 1. Then the following are equivalent: 
(3) The embedding problem for L/K and 1 + N + G’ + G + 1 is 
solvable. 
(4) There are x, yi, and .zj~ L* such that 
p = xs I-I (y$(i)S and x-“= n zL(Yi)/Yj”’ JJ Vjtzj)lz. 
(5) Lb(M)’ is unirational over K. 
We are now ready for the main result of this section. It describes when 
there is a solution to all embedding problems with N abelian of exponent 
dividing n. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let LfK be G Galois and assume L contains a primitive n 
root of 1. Let 0 + p + M, --) M+ 0 be the p extension defined in this 
section. Then any of the conditions of Corollary 3.6 are equivalent to 
(6) Let 1 --t N’+ G” + G + 1 be any extension of groups with N’ 
abelian of exponent dividing n. Then there is a solution to the embedding 
problem for L/K and this extension. 
Proof Or course, (6) implies (3). To show the converse, assume (5). 
Let K’ 2 Lp(M)” be a rational field extension of K. Set K” = L,(M)‘, L’ = 
L(M) QK- K’, where G acts on L(M) via the b-twisted action. As L/K is 
Galois, L(M) = L@k K” so L’ 1 LOk K’. At the same time, M, is a 
subgroup of (L’)* and so the map C + (L’)* factors through M’. 
Assume ~1’: 1+ N’ + G” --+ G + 1 is an extension as in (6). As K’/K is 
rational, it suffices to solve the embedding problem for L’/K’. Let a’ induce 
B” ~Ext,(e, p) as defined preceding Lemma 1.2. As N’ has exponent 
dividing n, it is easy to see that /I” is in the image of /I’ E Ext,(Q, C), where 
C E p is the cyclic subgroup of order n. Since M’ has projective dimension 
one, Ext(Q, M’) = (0). But C + (L’)* factors through M’ so p’, and hence 
p”, maps to 0 in Ext(Q, (L’)*). By Theorem 1.6, (6) is proven. 1 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let L/K be a G Galois extension and assume K has 
primitive n root of 1, p. Then (6) above is equivalent to 
(4’) N&X) = p and x” = n ni( y,)/y, for some nip G. 
Remark. Albert proved the analog of Corollary 3.8 when G was cyclic 
[A, p. 2071. In that case, the second part of (c) follows from the first since 
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H’(G, L*) = (0). Thus the only condition when G is cyclic is that p is a 
norm. Albert stated this fact for extension problems where G’ is cyclic, but 
this case is equivalent to the general one. In outline, any extension 1 + 
N--f G’ + G + 1 with G cyclic is the image of a split extension 1 + N -+ 
G” + G, + 1 with G1 a larger cyclic group. Now apply the remarks (b) 
after Theorem 1.6. 
As a final simplification of Theorem 3.7, assume K has characteristic 0 
and contains all roots of unity. We have the following. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let K be as above and assume that L/K is G Galois. 
Denote by p a primitive n root of one in K, where n is the order of G. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(6’) For every extension 1 + N + G’ + G -+ 1 with N abelian there is 
a G’ compatible extension of L/K. 
(4”) There are vie G and X~E L* such that p = n ni(xi)/xi. 
Proof: Let m be any integer and 6 a primitive m root of one. Choose 
5 such that l” = 6. Then NLIK(t) = 6. Thus 5” is an n root of one, and so 
a power of p. If c” holds then 5 can be the x in (c’) above. Since m was 
arbitrary, Corollary 3.6 implies (a’). Now assume (a’). By Corollary 3.6, 
there are x and xie L* such that NLIK(x) =p and xn= n qi(xi)/xi. If 
5” = p, we have that x< ~’ = n has norm one. But then 9 = n qi( yi)/yi, so 
(c”) follows. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
In [AFSS] and [FSS], the following question was considered. Let L/K 
be a cyclic Galois extension of prime power degree r = p” and let q = pf. 
When does L/K extend to a cyclic extension L”IK of degree qr? Let p be 
a primitive q = p’ root of one. Set K’ = K(p) and L’ = L @Ott K’. If p E K, 
Albert showed that this happens if and only if p is a norm from L. If p is 
odd or &?E K, it is shown in [FSS] that this extension exists if and 
only if p is a norm from L’. If p = 2 and p E K(G) it was shown in 
[AFSS] that L” exists if and only if 
p E K’ is a norm from L’ and - 1 is a norm from L. (4.1) 
Burt Fein asked whether for general K of characteristic not 2, L” exists if 
and only if (4.1) holds. We will use the construction of Section 1 to show 
that the answer is no. This question is a special case of a more general one. 
If 1 + N + G’ + G + 1 is a group extension, what embedding problems are 
solvable given that this one is ? In this section we give an approach to 
questions of this form. 
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To begin, let 44’ be any G module. We say M’ is H’ trivial if 
H’(H, M’) = (0) for all subgroups Hs G. The next proposition is a special 
case of a general one which says any module can be embedded in an H1 
trivial one with permutation lattice cokernel. Let us state the result, 
however, for the modules we are interested in. Let L be a field with a G 
action. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let 0 + L* + M’ + A4 -+ 0 be a G module extension with A4 
a G lattice. Then there is an extension 0 -+ L* -+ R’ -+ R -+ 0 such that R’ is 
H’ trivial, R is a G lattice, and we have a diagram 
0 
" I 
O-L*-M’------+M----+O 
II 1 I 
O-L*-RI-R-0 
I I 
p ==== p 
I I 
0 0 
where P is a permutation lattice. Zf ~1 E Ext,(M, L*) corresponds to the top 
row and /?E Ext,(R, L*) to the one below, then LB(R)” is a rational field 
extension of L,(M)‘. 
Proof As H’(H, M’) is finite, the first part follows from the same argu- 
ment used in [S7, Proposition 2-J. As for the rationality statement, set 
L’ = L(M) with the a-twisted action. Then LB(R)” can be rewritten as 
Lb(P)” for some y and so Lemma 1.1 applies. 1 
Many field theory questions, including embedding problems, are 
independent of rational field extensions. Thus often one can assume H’ 
triviality. But with this assumption, our criterion for the embedding 
problems turns into a module theory question. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let 0 + L* + R’ + R + 0 be as above with R’ H’ trivial and 
let p E Ext,(R, L*) correspond to this extension. Considering the B-twisted 
action of G on L(R), R’ is a sub G module of L(R)* and is a direct 
summand. In particular, if Q is a G lattice and M E Ext,(Q, L*), then CL maps 
to 0 in Ext,(Q, L(R)*) if and only zf~ maps to 0 in Ext,(Q, R’). 
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Proof: L[R] is a unique factorization domain so we have an exact 
sequence 
O+L[R]*+L(R)*+P+o, (4.4) 
where P is a direct limit of permutation lattices over G. Now L[R] * g R’ 
and Ext,(Z[G/H], R’) = H’(H, R’) = (0) so (4.4) above splits. The rest of 
the lemma is now clear. 1 
The above two results give us a procedure for deciding Burt Fein’s 
question (as well as other similar ones). Let F be a field, q a power of 2, 
and p a primitive q root of 1. Assume F’ = F(p) is not cyclic over F. Then 
the Galois group G’ = Gal(F’/F) is generated by r and q, where r(p) = p - ’ 
and q(p) = pm. Of course, m is odd and we may choose m such that if q 
has order s then ms- 1 =kq where k is odd (e.g., [Sl, p. 2571). 
Next we will generically induce the condition (4.1). Set G to be the group 
(a) OG’, where CJ has order r=2’. Let N,EZ[G] or Z[G/G’] be the sum 
of all the elements of (a). Set 
M=Z[G]/N,Z[G]OZ[GIG’]/N,Z[G/G’]=(say)M,@M,. 
Let x be the canonical generator of M, and y the canonical generator for 
M,. Let CI be the exact sequence 
O+F’* -+M’+M+O (4.5) 
defined as follows. The element x E M has a preimage x’ E M’ such that 
N,(x’) = p, and y E M has a preimage y’ E M’ satisfying T( y’) = y, y~( y’) = 
y’, and N,( y’) = (q/2)p which is, of course, identified with - 1 E F’. Next 
set L’= F’(M) and K= F,(M)‘. Restricting the cl-twisted action to sub- 
groups, we can set L = F,( M)G’ and K’ = F,(M)<“>. Then K’ = K(p), L’ = 
L OK K’, and LJK is cyclic of degree r. Finally, L/K is a generic cyclic 
extension satisfying (4.1). We will show: 
THEOREM 4.6. L/K does not extend to a cyclic L”IK of degree qr. 
Proof. We apply the construction preceding Lemma 1.2. Now p $ L, so 
the construction does not immediately apply. But as observed before 
Corollary 1.10, this question for L/K is equivalent to an embedding 
problem for L’/K. In fact, if H = (a) and 0 + N -+ H’ -+ H + 0 is an exten- 
sion with H’ cyclic of order qr, we can form the exact sequence 
O-N- H’@G’----+ H@G’-----+O 
II 
(4.7) 
G 
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The existence of L" is equivalent to the embedding problem for L'jK and 
this extension. Following the discussion preceding Lemma 1.2, form the 
sequence 
0 + Q + Z[G] + Hom(N, p) --t 0, 
where Q E Z[ G] is generated by cr - 1, T + 1, q - m, and q. Next, 
we will follow through and get an explicit description of the 
induced p E Ext,( Q, CL). To begin, we have an exact sequence 
0 + N + Hom(P, p) + Hom’(Q, p) + 0. Define hb: Z[G] + ,U by setting 
h&(a’r’$)=O if i#O and =(-l)‘mkp if i=O. For 2<i<r and CI=~?, set 
h:,=(l+a+ . ..(+I )hb. If 6 E G’, set hk, = 6/z;. Finally, let h, = 0. It is 
straightforward to check that if c(y, 6) = y(hb) + hS, - hhs then c(y, 6) EN 
and is the 2 cocycle defining (4.7). If we let h, be the restriction of hj, to Q, 
then the h, form a 1 cocycle of G in Hom’(Q, p). The corresponding exten- 
sion BE Ext,(Q, p) can be described as follows. Let Q’ be p 0 Q as an 
abelian group, but define B(E, x) = (8(a) +&(6(x)), 6(x)). There is an exact 
sequence O+p-+ Q’+Q-0 defined by E+ (s,O) and (E, x)-+x. This 
sequence is the induced /? E Ext,(Q, ,u). 
Q’ or /I can be described more usefully as follows. Let x’ = (0, CJ - 1 ), 
y’= (0, z + l), z’ = (0, q - m), and a’= (0, q), all elements of Q’. Then it 
is easy to compute that N,(x’) = p, z(y’) = y’, (r + 1)x’= (c- l)y’, 
(q-m)x’=(a-l)z’,qx’=(g-l)a, and (r+l)z’=(q-m)y’. 
To proceed to finish the proof of Theorem 4.6, let 0 + F'* --) M' + 
M-r 0 be as defined in (4.5). Apply Lemma 4.2 to get the diagram 
0 0 
II I I O-F’*- R’- R-O 
I I 
P P 
I I 
0 0 
where P is a permutation lattice and R' is H’ trivial. Let y E Ext,(R, p) be 
the second row of the above. If L, = FJR)G' and K, = F,(R)G then KJK is 
rational and L, = LOK K,. Thus it suffices to show that L,/K, does not 
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extend to a cyclic extension of degree qr. By Theorem 1.6, this is equivalent 
to /-I E Ext,(Q, 11) mapping to a nonzero element of Ext,(Q, L:). But by 
Lemma 4.3 it suffices to show that fl maps to a nonzero element in 
Ext,(Q, R’). In other words, we must show that there is no G morphism 
f: Q’ + R’ which is the identity on p. 
Write m - 1 = 2s, and set b = (q - m)x’ + ~(5 + 1)x’ = (q - 1)x + 
~(5 - 1 )x’ = (c - l)(z’ + sy’). In addition, N,(z’ + sy’) = (q - m) y’ + 2s~ = 
(q - 1) y’. Thus NJz + sy’) = 0. It now suffices to show: 
LEMMA 4.8. There is no x” E R’ such that N,(x”) = p and if b” = 
(q-m)x”+s(r+ 1)x” then b”= (a- l)(u”), where NJo”)=O. 
Proof: Suppose x”, x’ E R’ satisfy N,(Y) = N,(x”) = p. Then x’ - x” = 
(a-1)~ for some WER’. Thus (q-m)(x’-x”)+s(z+ 1)(x’--“)= 
(a- l)(q- 1)w +s(z- 1)~). It follows that if u” exists for x” as above, 
thereisau’such that (o-l)u’=(q-m)x’+s(r+l)x’and N,,,(v’)=O.In 
other words, we may assume x” = x’ is the “canonical” element of norm p 
and, by way of contradiction, that such a u’ exists. The image of u’ in the 
permutation lattice P has T, v] norm 0 and is (T fixed. This image has the 
form(t-l)c+(~-l)dforofixedc,d~P.Inotherwords,u’=(~-l)c’+ 
(II- l)d’+m, where meM’. Clearly N,,,(m)=O. As a G’ module, M is 
permutation so m=(T-l)c”+(q-l)d”+f where feF’*. Thus by 
relabeling we have 
b = (a - l)(u’) = (a - l)(r - l)(c’) + ((T - l)(q - l)(d’) (4.9) 
for c’, d’E R’ such that (a- l)c’, (a- 1)d’~M’. Let QsM be the image 
of the elements of M’ of CJ norm 0. Write M= M, 0 Mz and let M1(M2) 
have canonical generator x(y) as in (4.5). Then M is generated by 
(T + 1)x, (V - m)x, qx, and (q/2)x - y. Applying N, to both sides of (4.9) 
we have (q - 1) N,(x’) = (r] - 1) N,((o - 1)d’). Taking images in M and 
calculating we have that N,(x) = N,(w) + a, where w E $l and a EM is 7 
and q fixed. It follows that N,(x) is in the sublattice of N,(M,) generated 
by 2N,(x), (q- l)(N,(x)), and N,,,(x). Using the fact that M, is a per- 
mutation lattice with respect to q, this is a contradiction. This proves the 
lemma and thus Theorem 4.6. 1 
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